Regardless of your specialty, you can build your own calculating system using the Wang 600 as the cornerstone.

When you start with the basic 600, you have a calculator with the best price/performance ratio in its class. It has sixteen special keys whose functions you determine. And you don’t have to give up any functions: you always have trig keys, stat keys, and push-button
programming with full decisions and five-level subroutines.

55 storage registers or 312 program steps are standard, but you can build your 600 all the way up to 247 registers or 1848 program steps. Because you can swap registers and steps, you can find the exact combination to solve your problems.

Now you can build on this foundation with an almost endless variety and combination of peripheral modules. You can select alphanumeric printers and plotters, on-line interfaces and off-line paper tape readers, and many more. And you can add on whenever you’re ready, right in your office.

Custom-building your own calculating system is easy and inexpensive — when you start with the correct cornerstone. Call Mr. Courtney, collect, at 617-851-7211, for our complete list of building supplies.